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Focus on their needs
Best of HP
Best of HP

SELL CARE, COMFORT,
TRUST, SECURITY, EMOTION
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Sell comfort, security, emotion
• Today everyone is stressed
– Health, family, finances, personnel

• “We got this”
• We like helping people. Now prove it

THIS IS YOUR
TIME TO SHINE
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Today requires different skills
• This fits into “service partner”/director skills
– Small, not grandiose
– Personal meetings, phone calls
– Zoom, not ballrooms

• Most-important personal traits
– Hold their hands, do great work
– Care, listen, be supportive

CONTACT YOUR
BEST CLIENTS

• Time to reach out to help
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Contact your best clients
• Call to show care, concern
– How are they doing?
– People now answer their own phones

• Trusted Advisor

How are you?
How can
• Regular check-in calls
I help?
– 10 minutes.
– Adding value

CONTACT
FORMER CLIENTS

– Offer ongoing help, ideas, value
– “Help me look around the corner”
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Reach out to small, former clients
• Check in with anyone you care about
– Smaller clients
– Former clients
– Hot prospects

• How are they doing?
– They may need help too

THE MORE THEY TALK…

– Show your care, concern
– Offer help, ideas, value
– Show what they’re not getting
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The more they talk…
• The more they like you!
• The smarter they think you are!
• Remember that when trying to
persuade a prospect that you’re smart
– Good questions show your knowledge

• 80/20 Rule of Communication

CROSS SELLING
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Cross selling

What’s the plan?

• “Cross servicing,” “cross marketing…”
• Dangerous

• You’re their Trusted Advisor
– Act like it, help them

• Help identify problems, needs, concerns…
and solutions

– Risk offending clients

• Not about you
– Not what you want to sell

• MUST be because you
sincerely want to help
– Can’t sound like selling

I’d like to put together a team
from different areas to see if we
can find some solutions for you.
No charge.

“Thanks for all
the tax work.
I want you to meet one
of our audit partners.”
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Would that be helpful?
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Is video the best platform?
• Hitting Zoom overload?
– Zoom, WebEx, Skype, Teams…
– Pick up and dial

• It’s closer to being in-person
– Is a phone call sufficient?
– Do you need to “read” them?

VIDEOCONFERENCING

– Foster a personal connection?

• Bigger obligation
– Requires preparation
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Your webinars can’t be “fine”
• Our targets have many options
– In Q2, 100 largest US law firms produced
1,285 webinars
• 74% COVID-related
• Top 3 firms - one program per day*
• 85% produced by 50 firms

“GOOD” ISN’T
GOOD ENOUGH

– Big clients get 250+ invites per day
• Cat Moon, Vanderbilt Law School
*Baretz + Brunelle, “A Survey on Legal Marketing in a Pandemic”
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Your webinars can’t be “fine”
• No pressure to stay
• Must work extra hard to be great
– Creative, unique, entertaining, fun
– Great content, practical, useful

VIDEO TIPS
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Raise the camera

Not too close

• Raise laptop on a box or books

• Face should be <50% of the screen
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– Don’t get too close―creepy, unflattering
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USPS hearings

Improve your lighting
• Avoid silhouettes

– Add light from the front if necessary
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Leave an empty column

Get a webcam cover slider

• Leave an empty column along the margin
• Do not risk blocking important information
with faces

•
•
•
•
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Cheap
Maintain your privacy
Closed when not on a call
Avoid “mistakes…”
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Arrange networking after

Share screenshots

• In invitation, create 15-30-minute
networking afterwards

• Encourage screen shots (Print Screen)
– Mac:
• Cmd-Shift-3
• Cmd-Ctrl-Shift-3
– PC:
• Fn+Prt Scr

– People won’t log on before
– Remind during intro
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Test your setup
• Before a call run a test
– Sound, lighting, background

• Go to zoom.us/test
– Follow the prompts

TEST YOUR SETUP
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How’s your background?
• Cluttered?
• Private?
• Consider a virtual background
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Consider your LinkedIn banner too
LinkedIn.com/in/ross-fishman-dkch283xs
LinkedIn.com/in/rossfishman

WHY LINKEDIN IS
SO IMPORTANT NOW
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Why LinkedIn is important now
• Online even more important
with less in-person contact
• Every client or prospect will
look you up online
• Critical time in the hiring process
• Is it compelling? Persuasive?
– Does it tell your unique story?

MARKETING GGI

– Features or benefits?

• Connect with me (and all your GGI friends)!
– 500+ Connections
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Marketing GGI: Four Steps
1. Marketing yourself within GGI
2. Marketing your firm within GGI
3. Marketing GGI within your firm
• Regularly inform, remind your
people of GGI membership, value
• Motivate them to seek / send GGI referrals

4. Marketing GGI to your clients

MARKETING
YOURSELF AND GGI

• “We’re in a leading global network.”
• “Contact us first for an accountant
or lawyer anywhere in the world.”
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Marketing yourself and GGI

Marketing within the network

• Marketing yourself within GGI

• Connect your firm to a location

– Your personal networking
• Building your brand
– Connect yourself to a
specific jurisdiction
• Jim Ries
= law in Washington DC
• Seres Baum =
accounting in Brazil
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– Foulston Siefkin = Law in Kansas, US
– Prager Metis = Accounting in New York
– Grinex = Auditing in Czech Republic

• Three pieces of info:
– Your name
– Accounting, Audit, or Law
– Country, jurisdiction
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NETWORKING
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Divide up your business cards
•
•
•
•

Photo business cards

You received 250-500 cards
Leave 100
Put 100 in your suitcase
Spread the rest around
–
–
–
–

Coats, jackets
Purses
Overcoats
Briefcases

– Gym bags
– Glove box
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Why a brand is important today
• Can’t meet in person
– Image matters even more

• Review your website, marketing platform
– What’s your unique message?
– Does it showcase you as a leader?
– Offer something your competitors don’t

BUILD YOUR BRAND
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• Grab viewers’ attention
• Create positive expectation
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Our Blog:
Coming soon.

MARKETING WORKS
WHEN YOU LOOK DIFFERENT

Smith & Jones

“We Get Results.TM”

Our firm is big and old. We offer the technical skills of a large firm
and the collegial culture of a small firm. We work as a team; we are
efficient, service oriented, and partner with our clients.
Our firm offers value-added, results-driven technical skills and
business solutions. We are diverse, community oriented, and green.
We’re cheaper because we’re in a smaller market.
We represent everyone, from individuals to large companies. Our
more than 73 professionals have 77 specialties from ADR to
Zero-Based Budgeting. We are best at every single one of them.

© 2006 Ross Fishman
Marketing
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What’s your firm’s message?
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What’s your firm’s message?
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Websites
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The toughest trial lawyers
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Compare

FOCUS ON NICHE, INDUSTRY
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Timber Law

FOCUS ON AN INDUSTRY
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Agriculture Law

Focus on a Niche or Industry
• Read “A Plea to Focus Your Marketing” chapter
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Tighten up your writing

TIGHTEN UP
YOUR WRITING
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Tighten up your writing
• Think like a busy executive
– Help them like you

• Write for an 8th grader
• Finish it, then cut it in half
– Then cut it in half again

• Practical, useful tips

SPEED OF INFO
IS CRITICAL

– One-page summary
– What they need to know right now
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Get it out fast!
• They need current, accurate info
– RIGHT NOW!

• Whose alerts do clients read?

DEVELOPING CONTENT:
RE-USE, REPURPOSE
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Create a master copy
• Dictate
• Edit it
• Cut it up and spread it across
the internet

REPURPOSE
YOUR WEBINAR
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Repurpose the webinar
• Videotape it
– Vimeo.com
– Cut it up, edit it
– Create YouTube channel

AUDIOTAPE
YOUR SPEECH/WEBINAR
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Audiotape the Webinar
• Audiotape it
– Edit it into audio podcasts
• Transcribe it
– 10 articles, 20 blog posts,
100 tweets…

I’M TOO BUSY TO
WRITE AN ARTICLE
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Need a new brand or website?
A webinar for your firm? Call us!

“Too busy? Dictate it!”
• Voice-to-text software
– Siri, Google Docs, Word
– You speak 150 words/min

• What topic?
– Decide today

• Pick a topic
– Explain it to me

• Email it for editing

I’m dictating the first
draft of my article using
Siri. Then I’m going to
email it to a writer
who’ll edit it into a
series of articles, blog
posts, Press
and tweets. It’s a
very efficient system.

the mic
button
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